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Microbiota and Graft-versus Host disease: a double-edged sword
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Take home messages

� HSCT patients have a high likelihood of severe dysbiosis early after transplantation which is mediated by broad spectrum
antibiotics and GvHD itself while real decontamination is rarely achieved.

� Commensal microbiota play a major role in maintaining immunological homeostasis in the gut, but also systemically.
� Microbiota modulation offers a new option for treatment or even prophylaxis of GvHD.
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Introduction

Acute and chronic Graft-versus Host disease (GvHD) are still the
major causes of morbidity andmortality following allogeneic stem
cell transplantation (HSCT). Although donor cell activation by
recipient antigens is in the center of its pathophysiology, the
preferential manifestation of GvHD at epithelial surfaces already
points to an important modulator of GvHD-related inflammation
—the microbiota consisting of both, commensal bacteria and
pathogens. The contribution of intestinal bacteria to inflammation
in GvHD was well known for many years since van Bekkum’s
observation on reduction of GvHD in germfree mice1 and
identification of bacterial lipopolysaccharide as an important
costimulatory molecule in GvHD.2 However, these findings were
observed in an era where analysis of microbiota—host interaction
was restricted to culturable bacteria. With the introduction of 16s
rRNA molecular sequencing of bacteria, it became clear that the
large group of anaerobic commensal bacteria had not been
integrated in this interaction before. Here we summarize how
current approaches of microbiota research changed our view on
pathophysiology of HSCT-related complications and discuss the
potentials and risks of microbiota-based interventions in the
setting of GvHD.
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Current state of the art

The 16s molecular sequencing of stool microbiota in HSCT
patients was first reported by the Memorial Sloan Kettering
Cancer Center3 and later on by our group4: In both studies, loss of
bacterial diversity and commensal bacteria was observed in the
first 2 weeks after transplantation, which was associated with an
increased risk of GvHD and long-lasting transplant mortality.
These studies also showed that antibiotic prophylaxis which was
for a long time considered as standard of care and helpful not only
in prophylaxis of infections but also of GvHD, rarely achieves
complete decontamination but results in massive loss of diversity
(dysbiosis) with abundance of single pathogenic bacteria. Since
these first reports numerous studies confirmed these associations
(review in Andermann et al

∗5) and defined antibiotics used for
prophylaxis and treatment of infections as a major cause of
dysbiosis. A puzzling question is how microbiota changes in the
first 2 weeks can exert such a long-lasting impact on outcome: A
possible explanation is that dysbiosis occurs at the time of
rebuilding of the immune system by donor cells—thus
HSCT repeats the immunological conditions occurring early in
neonatal life where also a high vulnerability by dysbiosis has been
shown.6

A major challenge was to define mechanisms explaining
this impact of dysbiosis on alloreaction and long-term
immunodeficiency: As in other areas of microbiota-associated
diseases, metabolites produced by commensal bacteria are
considered to mediate beneficial effects: short-chain fatty acids
(SCFA) released after degradation of dietary fibers by commen-
sal bacteria have been reported to be highly protective, and in an
experimental study, P Reddy’s group nicely showed that GvHD
protection by a 17-strain cocktail of commensal clostridia
could be explained by the SCFA butyrate produced by these
bacteria.

∗7 Bacterial tryptophan metabolites like indoles are
other important immunoregulatory metabolites, which induce a
tolerogenic dendritic cell type in vitro. Recently, Swimm et al
used a specific indole derivative (indolecarbaldehyde) in mice
and reported strong protection from GvHD-related pathology
and strongly improved survival in mice receiving indolecarbal-
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dehyde prophylacticallywithout interferencewithGvL effects.
∗8

As there is strong interaction of microbiota and microbiota-
derived metabolites and intestinal regulatory T cells, this axis
seems to be 1 predominant mechanism in regulation of GvHD
(Fig. 1).
If GvHD is modulated by themicrobiota, an important question

is whether GvL is equally affected. Whereas experimental studies
clearly see a differential effect of a diverse microbiome on GvHD
and GvL, there is only 1 clinical study directly addressing this
question: Indeed, presence of specific commensals such as
Eubacterium limosum protects against relapse and thus supports
the general concept that intestinal microbiota also regulate
antitumor immunosurveillance.9

Currently, the most direct approach to restore commensal
bacteria and microbiota diversity is fecal microbiota transfer
(FMT) as it has become standard of care in severe relapsing C
diff infections. However, there is significant concern that this
may transfer potential infectious organisms to the highly
vulnerable HSCT patients. On the other hand, there is now
substantial evidence that restoration of a diverse microbiome
protects against translocation of pathogenic bacteria and
suppresses or even eliminates multiresistant bugs by restoration
of colonization resistance, both events occurring frequently in
advanced GvHD patients.

∗10 More recently, beneficial effects of
diverse microbiota even on respiratory infections have been
[(Figure_1)TD$FIG]

Figure 1. Modulation of HSCT related complications by microbiota.
myeloid derived suppressor cells, NLR and TLR=Nod-like and Toll-like re
DAMPs=pathogen and damage associated molecular patterns.
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shown, as abundance of butyrate producing commensals was
protective against progression of respiratory viral infections in
HSCT patients.11

In addition, first reports on either prophylactic or therapeutic
application of FMTs inHSCT pts did not observe severe infectious
complications after FMT. Both autologous and allogeneic third-
party donor FMT have been successfully used for prophylactic
restoration of diversity.

∗12,13 In addition, several pilot studies
reported treatment of steroid refractory gastrointestinal GvHD by
allogeneic FMT: Overall, up to 70% of pts responded with
complete or at least partial resolution of GvHD symptoms

∗14

supporting the concept that intact intestinal immunoregulation
needs a diverse microbiome on one hand and that current
immunosuppressive strategies may eliminate alloreactive T cells
but at the same time frequently prevent immune reconstitution
as well.

Future perspectives

Although first results of FMT trials indicate efficacy, clear clinical
trials on FMTwith defined entry and outcome criteria are missing.
Furthermore, it is currently unknown whether crude FMT from
healthy donors just acts by yet unknown specific mechanisms
delivered by defined bacterial strains or works via metabolic
effects provided by a healthy microbiota. The interplay of the
FMT= fecal microbiota transfer, ILC= innate lymphoid cells, MDSCs=
ceptors, p/n T= reg induced and natural regulatory T cells, PAMPs and
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donor versus recipient T cell repertoire against specific bacteria, as
it has been recently shown in inflammatory bowel disease,15 has
even not been addressed in the setting of HSCT and the same is
true for the specific IgA response which plays a major role in
regulating microbiota but is severely suppressed in HSCT
patients. Chronic GvHD manifestations occur most frequently
at sites with specific microbiota/epithelial interactions (mouth, eye,
skin, lung, urogenital GvHD) but these interactions need further
evaluation. Finally, it is a huge clinical challenge to balance the need
for anti-infectious, mostly antibiotic prophylaxis and treatment in
immunosuppressedHSCT patients versus the detrimental effects of
broad spectrum antibiotics on microbiota. More intelligent
approaches like protecting the intestinal microbiome by antibacte-
rial peptides or the recently reported approach to neutralize
antibiotics in the gut using oral enzymes like beta-lactamases16may
help to balance the needs in the future.
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